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Prizewinner announced in Sensational Tenpin Fundraiser 

 

Back Roads Touring’s Vietnam and Cambodia Discovery adventure is the sensational prize 

that Jane Bentley and her daughter Katie have chosen after Jane’s ticket was drawn in TBAQ’s 

2018 sweepstakes promotion.  

The innovative promotional campaign was organised in conjunction with TBAQ’s Adult & 

Youth Championships and created great excitement throughout the entire bowling 

community.  Limited to a maximum of 10,000 tickets, the promotion was designed to enable 

the sport’s players and hard-working volunteer associations and committees the opportunity 

to raise funds to contribute to training, skills development and travel costs associated with 

participation in this popular sport.     

The prize includes 10 nights’ boutique accommodation and one night on an overnight paddle-

steamer cruise on Halong Bay, visiting enchanting cities and enjoying stunning tropical 

scenery on an incredible journey in air-conditioned comfort with an experienced Back-Roads 

Driver and Tour Leader.      The exciting itinerary includes dozens of highlights -  papier mâché 

mask-making in Hanoi, a Vietnamese cooking class, tours of many of the region’s most famous 

attractions such as the Royal Palace with its Silver Pagoda and the Angkor Wat complex in 

Cambodia - and even a spot of Tai Chi and an ox cart ride in a local village!  

more follows 



“The response to this unique fund-raiser has been tremendous, and we’re delighted to 

partner with a prestigious company like Back Roads Touring in promoting their fantastic 

product line-up while simultaneously benefitting our sport as a whole,” said TBAQ CEO, Gail 

Torrens.   “It’s been a very successful campaign and we look forward to working closely with 

our friends at BRT again in future,” she added. 

 

 

Caption:   (l-r) Gail Torrens congratulates prizewinner Jane Bentley 

For details of Back Roads Touring’s stunning destinations visit 

https://backroadstouring.com/ 
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For further details and high res. images please contact Lynne Clay at 

lynne.clay@outlook.com or Mobile 0419 444 280.   
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